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Prosped Mars: R a t i o n  of 
w a t e r  Potential in the Gulf of Mexico 

Pmspect Mus, drilled under a joint 
partnership with Shell Whore  Inc.. and 
British Petroleum Inc., represents a sig- 
nificant oil dircwer)r made in the deep 
water portion of the Gulf of Mexico. 
The prmpecS lying in 3100 feet of water, 
ia located 1SO miles southeast of New 
Orleam and is centered about Mishippi 
Canyon Blocks 807 and 763. Five 
appntal mlb and 3D seismic mapping 
have identified fourteen significant. 
amplindcsupponcd intervals ranging in 
depth from -10.000 to -19,000 feet. 
Resemin compriae deep water turbidite 
aan& with avemge porosities of 90 per- 
cent and permeabilities ranging from 
500 milidarcia to over 2.0 darcies. Six of 
the reservoir intervals have observed 
mapped column height+ exceeding 2000 

feet, with four intervals approaching 
so00 feet 

The geologic setting of the central 
Mirsirsippi Canyon area is characterized 
by a series of salt canopies and isolated 
salt diapirs, formed when deep salt was 
remobilized by the depositional loading 
of Early Tertiary sediments. Prospect 
M a n  is located within a chalk-floored 
sedimentary basin rimmed by arveral of 
these remobilized salt bodies. 
Depositional fill patterns and eventual 
trapping codiguntions have been prw 
foundly irifluenced by the interaction of 
sedimentary processes in conjunction 
with ongoing salt movement Early till 
patterns indicate laterally extensive tur- 
bidite sheet sands which entered the 
barin from multiple entry points between 

and around isolated salt-cored highs. 
Traps for these deeper horiwns appears 
to result from stratigraphic onlap onto 
the basin margin or tmncation of the 
reservoirs by later remobilized salt. 
Younger sediments appear to have 
entered the basin from fewer entry 
points due to p q r e n s k  rvolution and 
coalescence of salt rimming the baain. 
There shallower turbidite fan systems 
commonly exhibit strong components of 
erosional truncation which help to sew 
as important trapping dements for these 
intenab. 

Development plans for the discovery 
are currently being formulated. F~eld 
development would likely occur in phas 
es with an initial TLP (Tension Leg 
Platform) as the posrihle system of choice. 
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detailed seismic seauence strati~ntohv 
and geologic evalthtion of tu&i&& 
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